Failure strength of brittle materials containing nanovoids
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By means of atomistic simulations, we investigate the failure strength in plane strain conditions of a brittle solid containing nanosized stress concentrators, i.e., a straight crack, a cylindrical hole, or a spherical hole. We find that the failure strength of the defected solid strongly depends on the defect size, in contrast with the predictions of standard elasticity theory. A high strength reduction due to voids as large as few atoms is observed. Such results have been included in two analytical failure criteria, namely, the average stress criterion and the point stress criterion. Both models introduce a length scale typical of the system, tailored at describing the process zone near the nanovoids. We provide a numerical estimate for this length scale, which is found to be specific for any defect, and we reconcile atomistic results to continuum into a coherent picture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defects such as cracks and voids affect the mechanical behavior of brittle solids since they modify the overall strength of the material. Sometimes such defects are unavoidable because they form during materials synthesis and processing such as, e.g., ceramic sintering. On the other side, voids may be introduced into the material by design in order to obtain specific properties. This is the case of porous materials where pores at a suitable concentration are used to control the thermal or acoustic isolation, the impact energy absorption, and many other properties.1 In any case, such inhomogeneities are of great relevance on the mechanical response of the system, since they enhance the local stress inhomogeneities are of great relevance on the mechanical strength of carbon nanotubes by an amount of 26%.2,3 We even one- or two-atom vacancy defect can reduce the failure strength of the material fracture toughness.

The strength of materials containing cracks and voids is traditionally described according to stress intensification or stress concentration arguments, respectively.4,5 The need of different approaches is motivated, according to linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), by the mathematical divergence of the stress field near the crack tip. Following LEFM, loading produces a 1/\(\sqrt{x}\) singularity at the crack tip (where \(x\) is the distance from the crack tip along the plane of the crack) and a critical stress equal to zero is expected. As a consequence, a straightforward prediction of failure stress as uniquely based on local stress criteria cannot be applied. The critical stress of the cracked body is therefore calculated by analyzing the stress singularity at the crack tip: the failure takes place when the stress intensity factor \(K\) is equal to the material fracture toughness \(K_c\).6,7 This criterion relies on the energy balance of the Griffith theory.8 In contrast, elasticity theory predicts that the failure from a void (as it is the case of cylindrical or spherical holes) takes place when the maximum local stress equals the ideal material strength \(\sigma_{th}\).9 Both alternative continuum approaches (for cracks and voids) are based on linear elasticity and they unlikely work at the nanoscale. Their possible weaknesses could, in principle, be due to the failure of at least one of the three underlying (constitutive) hypotheses they rely on: either continuum mechanics, elasticity, or linearity.

In order to improve classical continuum models, modern theories of fracture are generally formulated so as to incorporate into their formalism a suitable material length scale \(\lambda\): this key quantity is aimed at describing a process zone close to the crack tip where at least one of the above constitutive hypotheses fails. The characteristic length scale is typically given by

\[
\lambda \sim \frac{2K_c^2}{\pi \sigma_{th}^2}.
\] (1)

The interpretation of the length \(\lambda\) is not unique and it could be related to the existence of either a plastic zone (i.e., the mechanical response is beyond pure elasticity), a cohesive zone (linearity is lost), or a discrete unit for crack advancement (continuum hypothesis is no longer applicable).

In the framework of brittle fracture formalism, the characteristic length \(\lambda\) has been incorporated in four different models. The point stress criterion9,10 (PSC) assumes that the failure occurs if the stress becomes equal to \(\sigma_{th}\) at a suitable distance \(l\) from the notch, corresponding to \(l \sim \lambda/4\). An alternative approach is the average stress criterion9,10 (ASC) according to which the failure occurs if the mean value of the stress along a line (or a surface, or a volume) starting at the notch root is equal to \(\sigma_{th}\); the length \(l\) of such a line is in this case as large as \(\lambda\). Furthermore, the equivalent linear elastic fracture mechanics (equivalent LEFM)11 assumes the existence of a crack at the root of the notch (i.e., the effective crack length is longer than its original size): the failure is predicted to occur when this effective crack reaches the criti-
cal stress intensity factor (or energy release rate). The size \( l \) of the effective correction to the crack length is \( \lambda/2 \). Finally, a more recent approach is represented by the quantized fracture mechanics (QFM) (Ref. 11): the condition for failure is here derived by using a discrete counterpart of the Griffith approach and it is still based on an energy balance criterion. The failure is predicted when the root mean square of the stress intensity factor along a finite length—named fracture quantum—is equal to \( K_c \) (or equivalently when the mean energy release rate reaches a critical value). In this case, the fracture quantum \( l \) is equal to \( \lambda \). Note that other discretized failure criteria in static brittle fracture, as well as in dynamic and fatigue fracture, have been recently introduced.12

Whereas ASC and QFM are physically sound and they interpret the length \( \lambda \) of the process zone as the discrete unit for crack advancement, PSC and equivalent LEFM do not provide a similar robust interpretation of such a key quantity. However, we point out that none of the above theories is able to quantify the actual value of the length scale \( l \): typically, it must be estimated by fitting from experiments.

In this work, we use atomistic simulations to investigate the fundamental issues underlying the failure criteria of a material containing nanovoids. We compare PSC and ASC models with the calculated failure strength in nanodefected crystalline \( \beta \)-SiC and we provide an estimate for the characteristic length scale (i.e., process zone size) in the cases of cracks and both cylindrical and spherical holes. In our work, atomistic simulations are viewed at as a sort of “ab initio” mechanical theory,” which is able to discriminate among different fracture models since it is not based on a constitutive mechanical behavior guessed a priori.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the classical continuum results for the stress field of a system containing a crack, a cylindrical hole, or a spherical hole, and we calculate the corresponding failure strength according to the ASC and PSC models. In Sec. III, we describe the geometry and the computational framework of the present atomistic simulations. In Sec. IV, the atomistic results are extensively compared with the elasticity theory and with the ASC and PSC predictions and some conclusions are consistently drawn.

II. ANALYTICAL MODELS

We focus our analysis on a homogeneous system under uniaxial load \( \sigma \) and containing at its center a straight crack, a cylindrical hole, or a spherical void. The geometry of the system is reported in Fig. 1.

In the case of uniaxially loaded system, two lateral border conditions are usually adopted in continuum mechanics, namely, plane strain or plane stress.6 In the first case, the strain in the plane \( x-y \) orthogonal to the applied load is set to zero (with reference to Fig. 1, this is equivalent to setting \( \varepsilon_{xx}=\varepsilon_{yy}=0 \)). At variance, in plane stress border condition the stress in the \( x-y \) plane is fixed to zero (with reference to Fig. 1, this is equivalent to setting \( \sigma_{xx}=\sigma_{yy}=0 \)).

The actual effect of the above border conditions on the failure strength \( \sigma \) depends on both the Young modulus \( E \) and the Poisson ratio \( \nu \) of the material. In general, within LEFM, it is proved that6

\[
\sigma_{cr} = \sigma_A \frac{x}{\sqrt{x^2 - r^2}}.
\]

Close to the crack tip (i.e., when \( x \to r \)), the stress diverges and therefore the failure condition cannot be straightforwardly obtained by a criterion based on such a quantity (otherwise we should conclude that the failure occurs at vanishing load: this is the well-known paradox of the LEFM).

According to elasticity theory,5 the stress \( \sigma_{cr} \) near a cylindrical hole of radius \( r \) is given by

\[
\sigma_{cr}(x) = \sigma_A \left( 2 + \frac{r^2}{x^2} + \frac{3 r^4}{x^4} \right),
\]

while for a spherical hole, we have

\[
\sigma_{cr}(x) = \sigma_A \left( 2 + \frac{4 r^3}{7 x^3} + \frac{9 r^5}{7 x^5} \right).
\]

Both cases are obtained in the limit of vanishing Poisson ratio (\( \nu \to 0 \)). However, we verified that by releasing such an approximation the results were practically unchanged. In the limit \( x \to r \), Eqs. (4) and (5) give \( \sigma_{cr}(r) / \sigma_A \approx 3 \) and 2, respectively. In both cases, the stress concentration at the hole border (\( x=r \)) does not depend on the hole radius. In addition, we remark that the stress concentration at the hole boundary
strictly depends on the hole size\textsuperscript{13–16}; thus, the applicability of elasticity theory is restricted to the case of very large radii.

A unified treatment for sharp (i.e., cracks) and blunt (i.e., holes) stress concentrators—valid for any defect size and shape—is not only worthy but also needed. To this aim, Whitney and Nuismer\textsuperscript{9,10} developed two alternative models based on the nonlocal stress concept, namely, ASC and PSC. According to ASC (which is based on Novozhilov stress theory\textsuperscript{17}), the failure occurs when the average value of $\sigma_{zz}(x)$ over the length $l$ reaches the ideal tensile strength $\sigma_{th}$.

By combining Eqs. (6) and (3) and by imposing the critical condition $\sigma_{th}=\sigma$, the failure strength in the case of a straight crack is

$$\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_{th}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + 2cl/l}}. \quad (6)$$

Similarly, by combining Eqs. (4) and (6), we obtain for a cylindrical hole

$$\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_{th}} = \frac{2}{2 - r \left( \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^2} - 1 \right) - \frac{1}{l} \left( \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^3} - 1 \right) - \frac{1}{l} \left( \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^4} - 1 \right)}. \quad (8)$$

Finally, for the spherical hole case, by combining Eqs. (5) and (6) we get

$$\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_{th}} = \frac{2}{2 - \frac{2r}{7l} \left( \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^2} - 1 \right) - \frac{9r}{28l} \left( \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^3} - 1 \right) - \frac{1}{l} \left( \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^4} - 1 \right)}. \quad (9)$$

As for PSC, the failure occurs when the stress $\sigma_{zz}(x)$ at a small fixed distance $l$ from the crack tip (or from the hole boundary) equals the tensile strength of the material,

$$\sigma_{zz}(x)|_{x=+c} = \sigma_{th}. \quad (10)$$

Through Eqs. (10) and (3), and by imposing the critical condition, we obtain

$$\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_{th}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^2}}} \quad (11)$$

for the crack case. Finally, by substituting Eq. (4) or (5) into Eq. (10), we get the PSC estimation for the failure strength in the case of a cylindrical hole,

$$\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_{th}} = \frac{2}{2 + \frac{1}{(l/r + 1)^2} + \frac{3}{(l/r + 1)^4}}, \quad (12)$$

or a spherical hole,

$$\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_{th}} = \frac{2}{2 + \frac{4}{(l/r + 1)^3} + \frac{9}{(l/r + 1)^5}}, \quad (13)$$

respectively.

It should be understood that, for sake of simplicity, Eqs. (6)–(13) are written using the same symbol $l$. Nevertheless, as already commented, such a quantity assumes a different value in the ASC and PSC models.

### III. ATOMIC SIMULATIONS

#### A. Geometry of the simulation cell and border conditions

In order to perform atomistic simulations on a system corresponding to the same geometry of Fig. 1, we adopted a simulation cell containing a $\beta$-SiC monocrystal under tensile load, embedding either a straight crack, a cylindrical hole, or a spherical hole. We then evaluated the failure strength of the defected $\beta$-SiC specimen as a function of the defect size and shape.

In order to implement the above protocol, the following numerical procedure has been adopted. As for the simulation cell, the $x$, $y$, and $z$ axes were aligned along [112], [110], and [111] orthogonal crystallographic directions, respectively. In the $x$-$y$ plane, the simulation cell was kept fixed both in size and shape, and periodically repeated. In this plane, the lattice parameter was the equilibrium one for $\beta$-SiC, corresponding to 4.318 Å. A tensile load $\sigma_x$ was applied along the $z$ direction according to the constant traction method:\textsuperscript{18} periodic boundary conditions were removed along the $z$ direction and the resulting surfaces [in our case one top silicon and one bottom carbon (111) shuffle planes] were loaded by a constant traction mimicking the embedding into an infinite bulk at the same strain condition. As for the internal degrees of freedom (i.e., atomic positions), throughout the simulation they were completely free to relax in all directions.

Such a protocol of simulation does correspond to the plane strain border condition of continuum. The lateral stress (i.e., the $\sigma_{xx}$ and $\sigma_{yy}$ components) is computed to be small with respect to the $z$ component of the stress, as expected from the small Poisson ratio of $\beta$-SiC. For example, for an ideal (i.e., not defected) sample we found that, close to the critical strain ($\epsilon_{zz}\approx20\%$, see Sec. IV), the ratio $\sigma_{xx}/\sigma_{zz}$ is as small as $\approx4\%$. The same result holds for the $\sigma_{yy}$ component as well; this is due to the in-plane symmetry. This suggests that the border conditions do not affect sizably the present physical picture. A further validation of this conclusion is discussed in the next section, where some calculations in plane stress condition are shown.

The crack was obtained by cutting a given number $n$ of interatomic bonds across a segment of the central (111) plane in the strained simulation cell. Such a crack alignment is the most likely to occur since the (111) shuffle plane has the lowest surface energy for $\beta$-SiC. We point out that because of the very discrete nature of the lattice, there is an arbitrariness as large as $c_0$ in defining the size of the crack, where $c_0=2.644$ Å is the interbond distance along the $x$ direction. This amounts to stating that the crack length $2r$ lies within
the range \( c_0(n-1) \) and \( c_0(n+1) \). We conventionally choose as crack length the average value \( c_0 \). We observe that when \( \sigma_A < \sigma_f \), the initial cut relaxes to an elliptical Griffith-like hole. The length of the final defect turns out to decrease by a small amount \((\Delta c < c_0/8)\) with respect to the initial crack, as a result of the atomic displacements due to the applied load.

The cylindrical and the spherical holes were in turn obtained by removing \( N_h \) atoms in a selected region of radius \( r \) at the center of the simulation cell. As far as concerns the hole size, it is defined to be \( r+\delta r \), where \( \delta r \) is the maximum variation of the radius that does not modify the number \( N_h \) of removed atoms (we remark \( \delta r \ll c_0 \)). The cylindrical voids were oriented along the \( y \) axis, perpendicular to the applied stress. We observe that a simulated hole of a given size can have a different surface structure depending on its position in the lattice. This is shown in Fig. 2, panel (a).

In the case of the straight crack, we considered the semi-length \( r \) to vary in the range \( c_0 < r < 25c_0 \). As for the cylindrical hole, we varied the radius in the range \( 1.3 \AA < r < 40 \AA \). The smallest radius corresponds to the removal of a single row of silicon or carbon atoms. Finally, the radius of the spherical hole was \( 1.3 \AA < r < 20 \AA \), the smallest value corresponding to a single atom vacancy.

We used a simulation cell with dimensions \( L_x=L_y=L \) and \( L_y \ll L \) (typically \( L_y=12 \AA \) for cracks and cylindrical voids, while we used a cubic shape \( L_x=L_y=L_z=L \) for spherical holes. In order to avoid finite-size effects, we set in any case \( L/r > 10 \). The resulting number of atoms ranged from 30 000 up to 250 000 for straight cracks and cylindrical voids, while up to 800 000 particles have been used for spherical holes. We verified that for larger size of the simulation cell (\( L/r > 30 \)), the atomistic results were unchanged, thus proving that no size effects are expected in the present investigation.

### B. Managing atom degrees of freedom

Interatomic forces were calculated according to the environment dependent Tersoff potential.\(^{19}\) We have extensively proved its reliability for brittle fracture problems in \( \beta \)-SiC under many different conditions,\(^{20-22}\) provided that some optimization of the cutoff function is developed.\(^{25}\) The stress fields were calculated after the relaxation of the atomic forces based on the two-step damped dynamics (DD) method: (i) the atomic positions and velocities are firstly aged over the time interval \((t\rightarrow t+\delta t)\) by ordinary finite-difference algorithms and then (ii) the atomic component \( \alpha \) of velocity vectors \( \mathbf{v}_i \) is set to zero for those atoms \( i \) that satisfy the condition

\[
F^\alpha_i v_i^\alpha_t \leq 0. \quad (14)
\]

The key idea of the DD method is that an atom is allowed to accelerate toward a minimum of configurational energy, while it is stopped when it attempts to escape from such a minimum-energy basin. The DD algorithm is iterated until the maximum atomic force is smaller than a suitable threshold; we evaluated that the system was fully relaxed for atomic forces below \( 10^{-5} \) eV/Å.

### C. Atomic level stress tensor

The stress tensor \( \Sigma_{\alpha\beta} \) of a system is, in principle, defined as\(^{23}\)

\[
\Sigma_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{1}{V} \frac{\partial U}{\partial \epsilon_{\alpha\beta}}, \quad (15)
\]

where \( V \) is the system volume, \( U \) is the internal energy, and \( \epsilon_{\alpha\beta} \) is the strain tensor for the Cartesian coordinates \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). In Eq. (15), the internal energy \( U \) of the system can be written as the sum of single-site energies \( u_i \), thus obtaining

\[
\Sigma_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_i \left( \frac{V}{N} \right)^{-1} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial \epsilon_{\alpha\beta}} = \frac{1}{N\omega} \sum_i s_{\alpha\beta,i}. \quad (16)
\]

where we indicate \( \partial u_i/\partial \epsilon_{\alpha\beta} = s_{\alpha\beta,i} \) and we attribute to any atom the same volume \( \omega/V \). Such an attribution is, in principle, correct for homogenous systems only; nonetheless, we proved\(^{24}\) that this is a qualitatively good approximation also for the present investigation where cracks and voids are present. For any pair \( i-j \) of interacting atoms, we calculated the average atomic stress \( \sigma_{\alpha\beta}(x) = \frac{1}{2}(s_{\alpha\beta,i} + s_{\alpha\beta,j}) \) and we attributed such a stress value to the average atomic position \( x \) of the selected \( i-j \) atom pair.

### IV. RESULTS

The ideal strength of \( \beta \)-SiC was calculated by simulating a perfect bulk loaded along the [111] crystallographic axis up to the failure: the calculated critical strain and stress are \( \varepsilon_c \approx 0.20 \) and \( \sigma_c = 58 \pm 1 \) GPa, respectively. This value of \( \sigma_c \) is found to be about \( E/10 \), where the Young modulus was estimated to be \( E = 556 \pm 1 \) GPa. This result is in a qualitatively agreement with a standard ansatz of continuum mechanics.\(^{6}\)

The present values for the failure strength and the Young
modulus are also close to density-functional theory results, 26
$\sigma_{th} = 50.4$ GPa and $E = 558$ GPa.

By using the calculated critical strength, it is possible to evaluate the length $\lambda$ of the process zone according to Eq. (1). The fracture toughness $K_c$ is calculated as $K_c = \sqrt{2\gamma E}$, where $\gamma$ is the surface energy of the (111) shuffle plane. 6 We get $\lambda = 5.4$ Å; the size of the process zone turns out to be as small as few lattice spacings so, as expected, it is relevant only at the nanoscale. We then calculated the stress enhancement $\sigma_c / \sigma_A$ induced by the three different kinds of voids; both atomistic and corresponding continuum results are reported in Fig. 3. Good agreement between atomistics and continuum is observed in any case. It is found that the crack creates the largest stress intensification; at variance, a cylindrical hole produces larger stress enhancement at far distances with respect to cracks of the same size.

We observe that stress atomistic data (see Fig. 3) are located at values $x/r$ larger than 1; this is a consequence of the arbitrariness in defining the size $r$ of the defects (as discussed in the previous section). As a result, although the stress enhancement of continuum elasticity is well reproduced by atomistic results, the limiting values for $x/r$ are not actually reached by the atomistic data. This proves that the use of failure criteria based only on the maximum stress could be inadequate (a quantitative discussion of this issue is reported below). On the other side, the agreement between elasticity theory and present atomistic results stands for the possibility of using classical elastic solutions for the stress fields close to defects, even if nanosized and embedded in a discrete lattice.

At loads higher than the critical threshold $\sigma_A = \sigma_{th}$, a fracture originates from the defect and a brittle failure occurs along the (111) plane in all the considered cases (see Fig. 2 for the case of a system with a cylindrical hole). The results for a monocrystal containing a straight crack are reported in Fig. 4 as function of the crack semilength $r$. At vanishing $r$, the calculated stress approach the ideal strength $\sigma_{th}$ of the crystal. ASC and PSC curves, obtained by Eqs. (7) and (11) and by using $l$ as fitting parameter, are reported in Fig. 4 as well. The two curves are almost identical and the

atomic data are well reproduced over all the investigated range. The fitted characteristic lengths for the two models are $l_{ASC} = 6.0$ Å and $l_{PSC} = 1.4$ Å. With respect to the previous estimate of $\lambda$, we get $l_{ASC} \sim \lambda$ and $l_{PSC} \sim \lambda/4$. The atomistic results have been compared also to the classical Griffith theory (dashed line in Fig. 4): they completely disagree in the region corresponding to small crack ($c \approx 20$ Å), where the Griffith curve diverges; good agreement is instead observed for large cracks. Furthermore, a representation of the atomistic data on a magnified vertical scale should emphasize a 10% deviation from the Griffith theory in the asymptotic limit of large cracks. This result was already observed by calculating the crack resistance as a function of the crack length, and it was attributed to lattice trapping effects. 20, 27

The calculated failure strength for a system with an infinite cylindrical hole is represented in Fig. 5 (open diamonds). The observed scattering of the atomistic data depends on the atomic-scale microstructure [see Fig. 2, panel (a)]. For hole radii $r = 20$ Å, a strong dependence of $\sigma_c$ on the hole size is observed, while the elasticity prediction $\sigma_c / \sigma_{th} = 1/3$ only represents the asymptotic limit for large radii. Both ASC (full line) and PSC (dot-dashed line) curves nicely reproduce the atomistic results, with better agreement found in the ASC case. The fitted lengths are in this case $l_{ASC} = 6.6$ Å and $l_{PSC} = 2.2$ Å, quite different values with respect to the expectations based on Eq. (1). Our calculations prove that the smallest cylindrical hole, corresponding to a missing row either of silicon or carbon atoms, reduces the ideal strength of the material by 18%. Furthermore, we performed the same calculations also on a pure silicon sample, obtaining a remarkably similar strength reduction of 18.5%.

For some hole radii (i.e., $r = 5, 10, 15$ Å), we have computed the failure strength in plane stress border condition, by allowing the cell to relax in the $x-y$ plane so as to obtain the conditions $\sigma_{xy} = 0$ and $\sigma_{yz} = 0$. The corresponding results are reported in Fig. 5 as cross symbols. It is apparent that our physical picture is not affected by border conditions.
The results for the strength reduction due to a spherical hole are reported in Fig. 6. As for a cylindrical hole, $\sigma_f$ strongly depends on the hole size. At variance of the previous cases, the agreement between PSC and atomistic data is not so good: the ASC works better over all the range of radii investigated. In particular, we have calculated for a single vacancy a 4% strength reduction: this result is nicely reproduced by ASC, while according to PSC a reduction less than 1% is expected. The best ASC and PSC fits were obtained by setting $l_{\text{ASC}} \sim 7.9$ Å and $l_{\text{PSC}} \sim 2.8$ Å, respectively; once again these values are quite different from the estimations provided by Eq. (1).

It is worth readdressing the above issue of failure strength reduction in the special case of a single missing row of atoms (a geometry corresponding to the smallest cylindrical hole). The very large reduction due to such small defect is not unusual at the nanoscale. Indeed, molecular mechanics calculations on carbon nanotubes indicate that holes due to one- and two-atom vacancy defects could reduce failure strength by as much as $\sim 26\%$. Such a prediction is further confirmed by recent QFM calculations. Nevertheless, we understand that our results for failure strength reduction directly depend on both geometry (i.e., the crystallographic orientation of the defect) and loading conditions. Such dependence holds as well for similar fracture feature, such as, e.g., the lattice trapping, for which directional anisotropy is reported.

The present results seem to indicate that ASC works better than the PSC theory which, therefore, can be regarded just as an approximation of ASC. Furthermore, as already mentioned in Sec. I, the length scale $l$ has not a clear interpretation within PSC formalism, while according to ASC it represents a meaningful estimation of the process zone size $\lambda$. Our simulation proves that $\lambda$ is not a physical material parameter; rather, it is related to the defect geometry. In particular, it is found that the process zone is larger for holes than for cracks. A possible explanation is based on the existence of a larger flaw-tolerance regime for holes than for cracks. In fact, from Eqs. (7)-(9) we note that defects with size smaller than $l$ are expected to slightly affect the failure stress (flaw-tolerance regime). At variance, if the size is larger than $l$, they are expected to dramatically affect the failure stress. Since the present calculations provide a stronger failure strength reduction for cracks than for holes of comparable dimensions, larger values for $l$ are plausible for the latter (still considering the same material and structure).

By comparing the calculated length $l_{\text{ASC}}$ with the interbond distance $c_0$ along the crack propagation direction, we obtain $l_{\text{ASC}}/c_0 \sim 2$, 2, and 3 for the crack, the cylindrical hole, and the spherical hole, respectively. By looking at the process zone size as a unit for the discrete crack advancement (as suggested by ASC and QFM models), it turns out that the failure must proceed by finite steps as large as 2, 2, or 3 interbond distances for the above defects, respectively. Clearly, the assumption made by elasticity theory and LEFM for $\lambda \to 0$ would yield trivial results; on the other hand, we have shown that a process zone as large as few interbond distances can be introduced in order to reconcile continuum data to the atomistic picture.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By means of atomistic simulations, we investigated the effect on the failure strength of a $\beta$-SiC monocrystal induced by the presence of cracks, cylindrical holes, and spherical voids under uniaxial [111] loading condition. The atomistic results for small nanosized defects strongly deviate from those based on the elasticity theory; at variance, the elasticity nicely reproduces the atomistic data in the limit of large defects ($r > 20$ Å). This result suggests that the process zone plays a fundamental role and cannot be neglected at least at the nanoscale. A validation of this conclusion is offered by the direct comparison between atomistics and the ASC theory, according to which the process zone size just represents a unit of discrete crack advancement. We provide an estimation for the process zone length by fitting ASC on present atomistic results. We also prove that such a charac-
Characteristic length actually depends on the defect type. Its value is estimated to be 0.60 nm for cracks, 0.66 nm for cylindrical holes, and 0.79 nm for spherical voids. The larger process zones associated with holes are interpreted as an evidence of a higher flaw-tolerance regime for holes and/or voids than for cracks.
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